
The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this station for the quarter specified. This listing is by no means complete, nor is the order in which these 
issues appear, intended to imply any degree of priority or significance of the issues. 

Quarterly Issues/Programs List for Station: WMDR Augusta
4th Quarter 2023

 Issue Description: Program Segment Date/Time: Duration: Description of Segment

1 Local Weather Maine Weather 10/4/2023 at 10:59:06 0:00:33

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: Some clouds moving 
in across Northern and Central Maine may even get into Southern Maine through the night 
tonight. Temperatures for the daytime in the mid-70s, close to 70 North. Tonight, we're all 
back into the mid-50s. The clouds still around at times tomorrow...

2 Local Weather Maine Weather 10/9/2023 at 18:59:36 0:00:41

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: We've seen some 
showers close to the border, mostly staying over Quebec through the day, and that'll be the 
case through the night, as well. A lot of clouds remain, but very little as far as shower 
activity. Temperatures dropping overnight into the upper 30s to low 40s. Some clearing 
across Southern Maine...

3 Local Weather Maine Weather 10/20/2023 at 13:00:14 0:00:33

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: Today: Mostly cloudy 
– showers develop, increasing from South to North this afternoon. High 58-63 Wind: S 5-10 
mph. Tonight: Showers likely. Low 52-57 South / 50-55 Central-North. Wind: NE 5-10 mph. 
Saturday: Rain may be heavy at times. High 55-60. Wind: NE increasing to 10-15 mph

4 Local Weather Maine Weather 10/25/2023 at 11:00:35 0:00:40

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: Watch for a couple 
of showers for Northern, then into the evening Northern and Central Maine. But those are 
going to be spotty, just a lot of clouds most of the time today, tonight, and tomorrow. 
Temperatures this afternoon: Southern Maine Mid-60s, upper 50s/low 60s elsewhere. 
Tonight, low 50s hold across the state...

5 Local Weather Maine Weather 10/31/2023 at 9:01:06 0:00:38

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: We have a mostly 
sunny sky taking hold today after some early cloudiness. Temperatures ranging from the 
low 40s South through the upper 30s North. Gentle breeze out of the Northwest. Partly 
cloudy tonight, 25 South, but into the upper Teens elsewhere...

6 Local Weather Maine Weather 11/06/2023 at 14:58:57 0:00:39

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: As a storm 
approaches from the West, clouds are increasing through the day. They'll thicken up 
tonight, with some snow and rain developing. Most of us see at least a little bit of snow. 
Southern Maine very little, Central Maine little more, Northern Maine best chance for even 
a light accumulation...

7 Local Weather Maine Weather 11/13/2023 at 10:59:36 0:00:34

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: We've got sunshine 
through the afternoon, temperatures through the upper 30s, some low 40s as well, 
especially across Southern Maine. Cooling tonight to the teens North, 20s elsewhere, even 
close to 30 for Southern Maine. There'll be some extra clouds...



8 Local Weather Maine Weather 11/21/2023 at 11:01:37 0:00:44

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: After a sunny day, 
clouds roll in for tonight, with some snow setting up. A very slushy, wet snow along the 
coast, little or now accumulation. We change to rain through the day on Wednesday. The 
farther interior you get, especially the higher up in elevation you get, the higher the snow 
totals are going to be. 3 to 6 inches possible for Northern Maine, even higher across some 
of those higher elevations...

9 Local Weather Maine Weather 11/30/2023 at 10:59:29 0:00:39

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: A mostly sunny 
afternoon gives way to a partly cloudy sky for this evening, but clouds increase overnight. 
We'll drop back from around 40 South, mid-30s elsewhere to near 30, not much variation 
North to South tonight. Tomorrow, though, a warm day across Southern Maine. We'll get 
into the upper 40s...

10 Local Weather Maine Weather 12/6/2023 at 9:00:57 0:00:36

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: A mostly sunny day 
today, temperature around 30 South, mid-20s Central Maine, and near 20 North. Tonight, 
clear sky, cool night. We'll drop into the single numbers most areas. Southern Maine near 
or just above 10. Mostly sunny, upper 20s South tomorrow...

11 Local Weather Maine Weather 12/11/2023 at 18:59:16 0:00:43

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: The wind comes 
down through the night. We dry out; those leftover showers which have been around 
through the afternoon exit through the evening, and our temperature backs down into the 
lower 20s Southern Maine, Downeast we hold mid-20s as the wind stays strong just a little 
longer...

12 Local Weather Maine Weather 12/19/2023 at 13:58:49 0:00:32

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: Spotty showers are 
possible through the afternoon, best bet for these across the Northern part of the state 
and Downeast. And then through the night all the clouds depart. We're clear, temperatures 
back out of the 40s into the 20s tonight. Lighter wind, too...

13 Local Weather Maine Weather 12/28/2023 at 11:00:27 0:00:36

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: We have clouds and 
showers through the day and tonight. A couple of flurries, then some light freezing rain 
coming into Northern and parts of North Central Maine tonight. Temperatures in the 40s 
South today, mid-30s tonight...

1 Bible Principles for Children Adventures in Odyssey 10/7/2023 at 6:59:36 0:25:29

Today's episode, titled "Potlucks and Poetry," finds Aubrey planning to participate in a 
poetry reading, but doesn't tell her parents about it, to avoid having them come and 
possibly embarrass her. At the same time, her parents are discussing attending a church 
potluck, but hide it from Aubrey's visiting grandparents, since they're hostile to the family's 
faith. In the end, everyone realizes that, no matter your age, your parents will occasionally 
embarrass you, even if they're trying to be good and loving parents. We should still be 
honest and include them in our lives.

2 Bible Principles for Children Life at the Pond 10/9/2023 at 16:01:29 0:09:27

Fun stories for children where talking animals teach Biblical truths through life lessons. This 
episode, called "Where'd the Truth Go?" finds Tony lying to Bill about having a prior 
commitment so that he won't be expected to help move a dresser. He doesn't see it as a 
big deal, but the lack of regard for truth spreads to others, disrupting life for everyone. 
They learn that it's important to always be honest.



3 Bible Principles for Children Down Gilead Lane 10/21/2023 at 13:00:52 0:24:30

In today's episode, called "Cosmic Confusion," the Richters have a Russian exchange 
student, Lana. Maya is studying astronomy in school, and they discuss the stars, and seeing 
God everywhere. Maya ends up skipping Youth Group in order to go to the planetarium, 
where they hear that the Earth is billions of years old. Eventually, Maya brings all her 
questions to Grace. She explains that, while the Bible is not intended as a science textbook, 
and it doesn't address all of our questions about the universe, we can trust what it does 
say. We need to remember that its purpose is primarily to help us have a relationship with 
God. While we can learn many things from the world around us, we need to have faith in 
God for our unanswered questions.

4 Bible Principles for Children Kids Corner Liz & Friends 10/22/2023 at 15:00:49 0:25:00

This episode of Liz and Friends is an episode called "Fuzzy Focus." In this episode, Liz 
discovers that their new churchgoer Kayla Leon has an amazing voice and is a talented 
piano player. She records some Christian music, but decides that she'd like to be a famous 
secular pop singer, placing her focus on fame instead of God. For his part, Liz also gets 
caught up in earthly things, as he wants to be her manager and help her become extremely 
famous and successful. Just because he wants to do it with Christian music doesn't mean 
that his focus is on the right thing. Today's theme verse is 1 Corinthians 15:49, which 
reminds us that we will be remade bearing the image of God.

5 Bible Principles for Children Adventures in Odyssey 10/31/2023 at 7:00:14 0:29:28

Today's episode, titled "The Triangle, Part 2," is the conclusion of a retrospective series, 
looking back to when Whit and his best friend Jack Allen were college students in Southern 
California. Jack is in love with a woman named Jenny, and they start dating, though she 
doesn't have feelings for him (but doesn't tell him.) She falls in love with Whit, which makes 
everything more complicated. Jack ends up heartbroken, and there is a lot of pain before 
his friendship with Whit can be repaired. We can avoid a lot of unnecessarily strained 
relationships if we're up-front and honest, and approach our problems with prayer instead 
of only using our own wisdom and feelings.

6 Bible Principles for Children Dan and Louie 11/06/2023 at 13:59:32 0:09:06

A humorous and educational show to help teach the Bible to children. Today's episode, 
called "Esther, the Queen Who Saved Her People" tells the Biblical story of Queen Esther. 
Esther was very brave, and risked death in order to save her people from Haman's plan to 
exterminate the Jews. It also teaches about the evils of bigotry, such as Haman showed 
against the Jewish people. It's wrong to hate people who are different than us, whether 
that's a difference in skin color, ethnic or national origins, or simply different beliefs. 

7 Bible Principles for Children Your Story Hour 11/13/2023 at 11:00:09 0:29:36

Teaches lessons through radio dramas based on Bible stories, historical figures, and other 
true stories. This episode, called "Grandpa Jack's Attic" tells the story of Erica and Jordan as 
they explore the treasures held in their grandfather Jack Hunter's attic. Besides their 
grandmother's handmade wedding dress and manual sewing machine, they also find war 
medals and hear his stories of being helped by angels during combat. Despite being shot 
and stuck outside by himself in a blizzard, he trusted God to help him.



8 Bible Principles for Children Keys for Kids 11/24/2023 at 11:37:59 0:04:30

Kids devotions, for learning more about God's love through a short fictional story with a 
Key Verse. Today's episode, called "Too Short," finds little Isla trying and failing to reach a 
balloon stuck on the top shelf all on her own. Her sister Maddie is struggling with explaining 
to her friend Kenna that being a good person isn't enough to get you into heaven. Mom 
explains how, just like Isla could never reach her balloon and needed her help, nobody is 
able to save themselves. We all need Jesus' help. Today's verse is Romans 3:23.

9 Bible Principles for Children Adventure Pals 11/30/2023 at 9:00:09 0:10:20

Stories and songs, with an object lesson. Today’s episode, called "First Stone," takes its 
name from Jesus' words in John 8:7: "Let him who is without sin cast the first stone." The 
story finds John and Bill exasperated with the new kid, Larry, as he's constantly bragging 
and trying to make himself out to be better than everyone else. In the end, John realizes 
that it's not fair to constantly criticize Larry's imperfections when he's imperfect himself.

10 Bible Principles for Children Visit with Mrs. G 12/6/2023 at 8:32:54 0:13:07

Dramatic retelling of stories, primarily from the Bible. This episode tells the Biblical story of 
the events that occurred just after Jesus birth. Mary and Joseph were surprised when they 
were visited by shepherds. The shepherds came to them because, while they were out in 
fields watching sheep, they'd been visited by angels who told them to look for a baby 
wrapped in swaddling clothes and lying in a manger.

11 Bible Principles for Children Keys for Kids 12/11/2023 at 17:31:32 0:04:30

Kids devotions, for learning more about God's love through a short story with a Key Verse. 
Today's episode finds Hayden wishing that her newborn baby brother Sammy were capable 
of playing with her. When they're first born, babies are helpless and dependent on their 
family. When he came to Earth, Jesus didn't come as a fully-grown powerful king. He set 
aside His power to be born as a small, helpless human baby so that we can all relate to Him. 
Today's verse is Luke 2:11.

12 Bible Principles for Children Dan and Louie 12/19/2023 at 13:59:21 0:11:21

A humorous and educational show to help teach the Bible to children. Today's episode tells 
the Biblical story of the prophet Elijah at Mt. Carmel, and how he showed that King Ahab's 
prophets of Baal were serving a false god. Along the way, it demonstrates present-day 
applications of the first of the Ten Commandments: to not have idols. Even in our own 
lives, this still applies. If we stay home from Sunday School in order to watch TV, that's a 
form of idolatry, as we're putting our own entertainment higher than God.

13 Bible Principles for Children Kids Corner Liz & Friends 12/24/2023 at 15:00:51 0:25:00
This episode of Liz and Friends is a special episode called "Mary's Miracle." It's a dramatic 
retelling of the story of the birth of Jesus. It teaches children that nothing is impossible with 
God, and that He values what's inside our hearts, not our outward appearances.


